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Consultants to the Professionals!

Remember, if your claim is worth more than a cup of coffee call me and ask for a “Claim Review”, it 
may save you a lot of time and money!  Special thanks to Chuck Muller with Indiana with this quiz, if 
you have questions contact him at (317) 893-1404 or cmuller@indiana811.org.

Answer Sheet to the 
August Consulting Arborist Quiz

Your client has received notice from the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission’s, Department 
of Pipeline Safety that he has violated Indiana State Law IC8-1-26 and he is going to be 
fined. What did he do and what could he have done to prevent it?

1. He didn’t heed the “Dial Before You Dig!” directive.
Answer - True

2. He should have called before he began the project. The number is: 
Answer - 811

3. How long before he started the digging project was he required to call the number? 
Answer - Two full working days

4.  When he calls, all the underground facilities will be marked. 
Answer - False.  The Utilities only mark their lines, any private lines like irrigation 
systems, outdoor gas grill lines or dog fences will not be marked.

5.  Once the Utilities are marked, what is the Safety Zone on either side of the markings?  
Answer - Two feet from the outer limits of the buried facility.

6.  Answer- The Safety Zone is measured from the out side edge of the buried facility. I.E. a 12 line will have a Safety Zone 2 
feet plus 6 inches from the painted line on each side.

7. Can your client use mechanized equipment within the Safety Zone?  
Answer - No

8. How long is a locate request valid in Indiana? 
Answer - 20 Calendar Days

9. Are there penalties if your client hit a Gas line or Pipeline? 
Answer - Yes.  In addition to the normal costs (Repair, Lost Gas, etc) there are now monetary penalties of up to $10,000 per 
incident in Indiana.

Identify the colors that each utility uses to mark their lines.

Electric - Red   •	
Gas or Pipeline - Yellow•	
Sewer - Green•	

Communications - Orange•	
Water - Blue•	
Proposed Construction - White•	
Temporary Survey Markings - Pink•	


